Star Trek Becomes Reality As Microsoft ‘Universal
Translator’ Turns Spoken English into
any of 26 Different Languages
http://www.dailymail.co.uk
Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: Long ago, God confused the human language at the tower of Babel
because men were using their common language to rebel against God (Genesis 11). Now
technology is allowing man to undo the “Babel Effect” just in time for the Antichrist to force the
world into global government and a one-world religion under the guise of “unity.” Then he will
lead the masses into a final rebellion against God as foretold in the Books of Daniel and
Revelation. Since it appears the leaders of the world are setting the stage for a global
government with a global leader, then we are also growing close to the Second Coming of Jesus
Christ:
Luke 21:28 “Now when these things begin to happen, look up and lift up your heads,
because your redemption draws near.” NKJV
It has long been used by James T Kirk to speak to aliens and blue women from space - but now
Microsoft is on the brink of making a real, working Universal Translator.
Frank Soong and Rick Rashid have created software which converts English language speech
into any of 26 foreign languages - and which ‘speaks’ in the user’s own voice. All the user has
to do is speak English into the machine and it will convert it into anything from Spanish to
Mandarin.
The new device is similar to the Universal Translator used in Star Trek, and takes around one
hour to get used to a person’s voice then works by comparing the words that have been recorded
with stock models for the target language. The hope is that the device will one day allow visitors
to foreign countries to have conversations with other people, even though they do not speak the
same language - just like in Star Trek…
To read this article in its entirety, go to: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2114379/StarTrek-reality-Microsoft-unveils-Universal-Translator-turns-spoken-English-26-languages.html

